2016 Year End Celebration and Awards Reception

Faculty Honors:

- Jan Brunson: Incoming Graduate Chair
- Miriam Stark: Chancellor’s Citation for Meritorious Teaching
- Alex Golub: 2016 Association for Political and Legal Anthropology Book Prize recipient
- Jonathan Padwe: NSF Senior Research Grant in Cultural Anthropology recipient
- Jack Bilmes, Fred Blake, Tom Dye: Kuleana awardees

Undergraduate Student:

- Emily Menzies: Eastman Award

Graduate Students:

Graduating:

- Robert Benitez, MA
- Deirdre Clyde, MA
- Elizabeth Dakujaku, MA
- Meghan Rose Donnelly, MA
- Lindsey Harris, MA
- Phianphachong Intarat, MA
- Maura Stephens, MA

- Mattias van Ommen: Japan Foundation Fellowship
- Piphal Heng: Participant in 2016 Harvard-Yenching Institute Roundtable on Asian archaeology (the only graduate student participant there)
- Marla Chassels: recipient of the Maybelle Roth Award for Conservation Biology, the Watson T. Yoshimoto Fellowship for Wildlife Conservation, and a Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowship
- Dick Page, Brendan Galipeau, Piphal Heng, and Mattia van Ommen: Graduate student publications

AGSA:

- Meghan Rose Donnelly
- Lindsey Harris
- Nico Fuentes
- Julie Warech
- Deirdre Clyde